Objectives The radiological Pettersson score (PS) is widely applied for classification of arthropathy to evaluate costly haemophilia treatment. This study aims to assess and improve inter-and intra-observer reliability and agreement of the PS. Methods Two series of X-rays (bilateral elbows, knees, and ankles) of 10 haemophilia patients (120 joints) with haemophilic arthropathy were scored by three observers according to the PS (maximum score 13/joint). Subsequently, (dis-)agreement in scoring was discussed until consensus. Example images were collected in an atlas. Thereafter, second series of 120 joints were scored using the atlas. One observer rescored the second series after three months. Reliability was assessed by intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), agreement by limits of agreement (LoA). Results Median Pettersson score at joint level (PS joint ) of affected joints was 6 (interquartile range 3-9). Using the consensus atlas, inter-observer reliability of the PS joint improved significantly from 0.94 (95 % confidence interval (CI) 0.91-0.96) to 0.97 (CI 0.96-0.98). LoA improved from ±1.7 to ±1.1 for the PS joint . Therefore, true differences in arthropathy were differences in the PS joint of >2 points. Intra-observer reliability of the PS joint was 0.98 (CI 0.97-0.98), intraobserver LoA were ±0.9 points. Conclusions Reliability and agreement of the PS improved by using a consensus atlas. Key Points • Reliability of the Pettersson score significantly improved using the consensus atlas. • The presented consensus atlas improved the agreement among observers. • The consensus atlas could be recommended to obtain a reproducible Pettersson score.
Introduction
Severe haemophilia is characterized by spontaneous or trauma-related joint bleeds. Recurrent joint bleeds eventually result in progressive arthropathy through metabolic and Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00330-015-4013-8) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. mechanical joint destruction [1] . The radiological Pettersson score (PS) was already designed in 1980 and is widely applied to classify the osteochondral changes of haemophilic arthropathy in elbows, knees, and ankles [2] . It is used to evaluate the effects of different treatment strategies, especially in international studies [2] [3] [4] . The PS is an additive score consisting of eight items ( Table 1) . Some of these items leave room for subjective interpretation. This is not a problem if all joints are scored by a single observer. However, a reproducible PS is especially important in comparative international studies involving multiple observers focusing on small differences. These comparative international studies are performed to justify the high costs of clotting factor replacement therapy. Although magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most sensitive imaging modality for evaluation of arthropathy, it is too costly and too time consuming for use in routine follow up. In contrast, routine plain X-rays of the main joints at 5-year intervals are recommended in routine follow-up of patients with severe haemophilia [5] . As conventional radiography is cheap and universally available, it is a useful tool for international comparisons of different clotting factor replacement strategies.
The reproducibility of a scoring method involves the reliability and agreement. Reliability is a measure to define how well patients can be differentiated with the tool of interest. Agreement is the extent in which scores by different observers are identical [6, 7] . Although the PS is available for over 30 years, only three studies have assessed its reproducibility [8] [9] [10] . Formal assessment of the limits of agreement, however, was not performed. Yet, these limits of agreement are important for the clinical interpretation of the results. Without knowledge on the reproducibility of the PS, it is not clear whether small differences in scores represent real differences in arthropathy, or are attributable to inter-observer variation.
The original paper about the PS describes the genesis of the score, including the radiological changes, which are included in the score. However, definitions or examples of the included radiological items were not provided. Improved definition of PS items is expected to improve reliability and agreement [8, 9] . An atlas with reference images of different stages of haemophilic arthropathy of different joints and corresponding PS could potentially be a helpful tool. The purpose of this research was to develop a consensus atlas for the PS and to evaluate the impact of this atlas on the inter-observer and intra-observer reliability and agreement.
Materials and methods
This study was conducted according to the Guidelines for Reporting Reliability and Agreement Studies (GRRAS) [7] . Inter-observer and intra-observer reproducibility of the Pettersson score at joint level (PS joint ) and the Pettersson score at patient level (PS patient ) were assessed in this study. The study was approved by the institutional ethical review board, and informed consent was waived.
Pettersson score
The PS is based on typical findings of haemophilic arthropathy on posterior-anterior and lateral X-rays, including osteoporosis, enlargement of epiphysis, irregularity of subchondral surface, narrowing of joint space, subchondral cysts, erosions at joint margins, incongruence between joint surfaces, and the angulation and/or displacement of articulating bone ends ( Table 1 ). The maximum PS joint is 13 points. The PS patient represents the sum of the six joints (elbows, knees, and ankles) with a maximum score of 78 points.
Sample size
Although determining sample size for studies on reliability and agreement is not straightforward [7] , Shoukri and colleagues provided approximate sample sizes depending on the expected reliability values and the number of observers. For two observers and expected intraclass correlation coefficients larger than 0.80, inclusion of about 50 joints are needed [11] , as about 50 % of joints of haemophilia patients are affected on X-rays [12] . A sample size of ≥ 100 joints in the present study would suffice.
Patients and observers
Two series (mean time between series: 5.6 years) of X-rays (bilateral elbows, knees, and ankles) of 20 patients representing the full range of radiological variation were scored in this study. These patients were included based on previous PS by an experienced observer [13] . The current study involved three observers with different levels of experience in using the PS: one radiologist with experience using the PS (scoring>450 joints previously [3] ), one radiologist without experience using the PS, and a medical doctor (PhD candidate on imaging of haemophilic arthropathy) without experience using the PS.
The reproducibility prior to the consensus atlas was evaluated by assessing the first series of X-rays (ten patients; 120 joints). These X-rays were scored independently by three observers. Ankylosis, arthroplasty, or arthrodesis were scored as a PS at joint level of 13. Agreement and disagreement in PS of the first series of X-rays were discussed in three consensus meetings. Common disagreements were discussed until consensus was reached. Example images with descriptions of the PS items were collected into a consensus atlas. Subsequently, the effect of the consensus atlas was evaluated: the same three observers independently scored the second series of X-rays (ten different patients; 120 different joints) with use of the developed consensus atlas.
To assess the intra-observer reliability and agreement while using the consensus atlas, the second series of X-rays were rescored after 3 months by the medical doctor without experience using the PS, blinded for the first results.
Analysis
The Mann-Whitney U test and Chi-squared test (twosided) were used to compare distributions of patient characteristics between the first series of X-rays scored prior to the consensus atlas and the second series of Xrays scored with the consensus atlas. Generalized estimating equations (GEE) were performed to test whether PS were statistically different between the series of Xrays and to correct for repeated measurements and clustering of joints within patients. Due to variation of data distributions, three models were used: a binary model for comparison of percentages of abnormal scores, a gamma with log link model for comparison of medians across all scores, and a linear model for comparison of medians of abnormal scores only. The p values represent the adjusted analyses of the difference between the two series of X-rays. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Inter-observer and intra-observer reliability were assessed by two-way random intraclass correlation coefficient agreement (ICC) with 95 % confidence intervals (CI) for both the PS joint and the PS patient . The ICC is a measure to evaluate the relation between the variance in subjects and the variance in scores caused by the different observers. An ICC of 0.00 means a poor reliability among observers; an ICC of 1.00 means a perfect reliability. The reliability of the PS was considered significantly different in case the CI regarding the PS prior to the consensus atlas was not overlapping the ICC of the PS with use of the consensus atlas.
Agreement was assessed by a graphical method for multiple observers in a single plot according to Jones and colleagues [14] , which is comparable to a Bland-Altman plot for two observers [14, 15] . The difference between each observer and the overall mean of all observers was calculated including the limits of agreement from the mean (LoA) (±2 standard deviations). The difference from the mean for each observer was subsequently plotted. The minimal detectable difference in PS can be interpreted as the change in PS beyond the maximal variance in scores caused by different observers. For the used method to assess agreement, the range between the higher and lower LoA (twice the LoA) could be interpreted as the minimal detectable difference. Analyses were performed in SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics version 20, Armank, NY).
All six imaged joints of patients were included the analyses and results regarding reliability and agreement. Though most patients with haemophilia only have only several joint with frequent bleeds and subsequent arthropathy, about 50 % of joints were affected [12] . Healthy joints are easy to score. For that reason, a subgroup analysis of abnormal PS was performed to study the reliability and agreement of these affected joints only. An abnormal PS was defined as a PS>0 according to the mean of the three observers.
Results
X-rays of 240 joints in total from 20 patients were assessed. Joints with the whole range of haemophilic arthropathy were scored (PS joint 0-13 points). Median age of patients was 35.4 years (inter quartile ranges (IQR) 28.6-46.1). Based on serum coagulation factor VIII / IX levels, fourteen patients had severe haemophilia A (FVIII <1 IU dL -1 ), three had moderate haemophilia A (FVIII 2-5 IU dL -1 ), two had severe haemophilia B (FIX <1 IU dL -1 ), and one patient had moderate haemophilia B (FIX 2-5 IU dL -1 ). Scored joints included three ankles with previous joint surgery (arthrodesis) ( Table 2) . A consensus atlas with example images and descriptions of the items (e.g., Fig. 1 ) was established and is now available as Electronic Supplementary Material.
Overall, median PS joint was 1 (IQR 0-7) and the median PS patient was 19 (IQR 7-28). A PS joint above 0 was observed in 136/240 (57 %) joints and a PS patient above 0 in 35/40 (88 %) patients. The first series of X-rays (scored prior to the consensus atlas) included more joints with a positive PS (64 % with PS joint >0) compared to the second series of X-rays, which was scored with the consensus atlas (49 % with PS joint >0). A subgroup analysis of the abnormal Pettersson scores only is provided at the end of the results section. Patient characteristics and the range of scores were comparable among both series of X-rays.
Reliability
Inter-observer reliability (reflected by the ICC) of the PS joint significantly improved from 0.94 (CI 0.91-0.96) to 0.97 (CI 0.96-0.98) with use of the consensus atlas (Table 3 ). For the PS patient , the reliability significantly improved from 0.94 (CI 0.86-0.98) to 0.99 (CI 0.97-1.00).
The intra-observer reliability, which was only assessed with use of the consensus atlas, was excellent; 0.98 (CI 0.97-0.98) for the PS joint and 0.99 (CI 0.98-1.00) for the PS patient . 
Agreement
Before establishment of the consensus atlas, the experienced radiologist deviated the least from the mean score of the three observers ( Figs. 2 and 3) . Agreement among the observers as expressed by inter-observer LoA before the consensus atlas was ±1.7 points for the PS joint (maximum score 13). The observers deviated less from the mean score after using the consensus atlas: the LoA for the PS joint improved to ±1.1 points with use of the consensus atlas (Table 4 ). Regarding the intra-observer agreement after the consensus atlas, the LoA were ±0.9 points for PS joint . Therefore, the minimal detectable difference for the PS joint could be interpreted as > 2 points (rounded) after the consensus atlas. Thus, differences in PS joint >2 points are attributable to true differences in arthropathy in case the PS joint is scored with use of the consensus atlas. For the PS patient (maximum score 78), the inter-observer LoA improved from ±6.5 points prior to the consensus atlas to ±3.2 points with use of the consensus atlas ( Table 4 ). The intra-observer LoA after the consensus atlas were ± 2.4 points. In other words, the minimal detectable difference of the PS patient scored by different observers halved with use of the consensus atlas from > 13 points (rounded) to > 6 points (rounded). 
Subgroup analysis of abnormal Pettersson scores only
In total, 57 % of scored joints were affected by arthropathy.
Median PS joint of all affected joints was 6 (IQR 3-9) and the median of all PS patient was 22 (IQR 9-31). Additional analyses of abnormal PS (i.e., with at least one joint abnormality, PS> 0) were performed in order to test the effect of the atlas on reliability and agreement of the PS joint and PS patient in a comparable population with the whole range of haemophilic arthropathy. Also in this subgroup analysis, the consensus atlas improved reliability and agreement of the PS. The reliability of the PS joint significantly improved from 0.88 (CI 0.81-0.92) prior to the consensus atlas to 0.94 (CI 0.91-0.96) with the consensus atlas, and for PS patient from 0.92 (CI 0.80-0.97) to 0.99 (CI 0.97-0.99) with use of the consensus atlas (Table 3) . LoA improved from ±2.1 to ±1.5 points for PS joint , and from ±6.9 to ±3.4 points for the PS patient (Table 4 ).
Discussion
This reproducibility study is the first to assess both reliability and agreement of the Pettersson score (PS) and the effects of using a consensus atlas. Inter-observer reliability of the PS joint and PS patient significantly improved with use of the developed consensus atlas. The minimal detectable difference reduced with use of the consensus atlas as a result of improved agreement among observers. Results of improved reliability and agreement should be interpreted with care. The reproducibility of the PS with use of the consensus atlas might be overestimated by two causes. First, the second series of joints scored had less affected joints overall ( Table 2) . As healthy joints are easy to score, the reliability and agreement of the PS is likely better in series of Xrays with many healthy joints compared to series of X-rays with many affected joints. As expected, the subgroup analyses of only affected joints (PS>0) showed a lower reliability and agreement of the PS compared to the analyses of all joints including the healthy joints (PS≥0). Nonetheless, the subgroup analyses of only affected joints still showed that the consensus atlas resulted in an improved reliability and agreement of the PS. Since the reproducibility of the PS is influenced by the severity of arthropathy, the external validity of the results regarding reliability and agreement of all scores, including healthy joints, is limited to haemophilia patients with a comparable severity of haemophilic arthropathy. However, the results of the subgroup analyses are externally valid in affected joints representing the whole range of arthropathy.
Second, the improved reliability and agreement with use of the consensus atlas might be caused by a learning effect. In the series of X-rays scored before the consensus atlas, the experienced radiologist deviated the least from the mean score. While scoring the second series of X-rays with use of the consensus atlas, the unexperienced radiologist and medical doctor already scored 120 joints. This might have improved the reliability and agreement to a certain extent, in addition to the consensus atlas. An external validation study could be performed to assess whether the reliability and agreement of the PS is comparable when the consensus atlas is used by different observers.
The established consensus atlas is available as Electronic Supplementary Material to illustrate our interpretations of abnormalities. As this consensus atlas is subjective, observers in other treatment centres or countries might interpret abnormalities differently. If so, the consensus atlas could be discussed internationally to establish a global consensus atlas in order to offer a widely supported tool for a reproducible PS.
Relation to other studies
The three available studies regarding the reproducibility of the PS date from 1989, 2008, and 2011 [8] [9] [10] . Unfortunately, these studies cannot be compared with our results. The study by Erlemann et al. focused on the agreement of single items of the PS [8] . Results on agreement by LoA were not provided for the PS joint or the PS patient . Yet, the LoA would have been useful since they provide clinical relevant information on the minimal detectable difference. Differences in PS larger than the minimal detectable difference, thus exceeding the possible inter-observer or intra-observer differences, are caused by true differences in arthropathy as scored by the PS.
The more recent studies by Silva et al. and Takedani et al. focused on the reliability of the PS and other radiographic scores for haemophilic arthropathy [9, 10] . However, their results cannot be compared sufficiently with our results, as different statistical methods were used. Results regarding the reliability of the PS joint according to Silva et al. and Takedani et al. were poor according to the kappa statistic: 0.06 and 0.12 respectively [9, 10] . Since the kappa statistic is designed to evaluate the reliability of nominal data (e.g., present/absent or failed/passed), only identical scores are taken into account. The PS can be interpreted as ordinal or interval data. For that reason, we assessed the reliability of the PS joint and PS patient according to the ICC for interval data that incorporates the magnitude of differences between observers. This is likely one of the reasons that the results of reliability in our study are better compared to Silva et al. and Takedani et al.
In addition, healthy joints of haemophilia patients were included in the current study. As described above, including healthy joints results in a better reliability and agreement since these joints are easy to score. However, patient and joint characteristics in the previous studies are not provided. Therefore, it is not possible to formally assess whether inclusion of healthy joints of haemophilia patients caused the observed differences in reliability between the previous studies and our study.
The reliability of the PS in our study was already good before development of the consensus atlas (ICC>0.90) and even improved significantly with its use. Therefore, these findings suggest that PS is a reliable tool to score the severity of haemophilic arthropathy on X-rays. Agreement among observers was limited before the consensus atlas. With use of the consensus atlas, the observers were more consistent. For interpretation of our results with use of the consensus atlas, true differences in arthropathy according to the PS were differences of > 2 points for PS joint (maximum score 13) and changes of > 6 points for PS patient (maximum score 78).
Further research could focus on validation of the consensus atlas. In such a validation study, different observers (who were not involved in establishing the consensus atlas) will score series of X-rays to specifically evaluate the effect of the consensus atlas on the reproducibility of the PS.
In conclusion, reliability and agreement of the PS could be improved with the use of a consensus atlas. Use of a consensus atlas to score haemophilic arthropathy according to the PS is recommended in order to improve reliability and to lower the minimal detectable difference. approval was obtained. The Institutional Review Board waived written informed consent.
Methodology: retrospective, observational, performed at one institution.
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